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Abstract

This paper investigates the effect of intrastate conflict on electoral

manipulation. It argues that actors in post-conflict elections have

increased incentive for obtaining political power and often easier ac-

cess to manipulation of election results. Thus electoral fraud should

be more frequent in countries that have recently seen conflict. It

tests this hypothesis using discontinuities in the density of the seat

shares of the largest parties in all of the world’s parliamentary elec-

tions from 1975 till 2010. The parties show a clear tendency to

sort into single-party majority and this tendency is entirely driven

by elections in countries that have recently experienced conflict.

Further, this pattern appears not to be due to other variables iden-

tified by the literature as determinants of electoral manipulation.

Through a number of auxiliary tests, the paper concludes that the

observed sorting indicates conflict-induced electoral fraud.

KEYWORDS: Civil war, intrastate conflict, election fraud, election

forensics, regression discontinuity design
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Introduction

Civil war is a pervasive phenomenon. While conflicts between states appear

rarer and rarer, conflicts within states are still going strong – more than half of

the world’s nations have experienced intrastate conflict since the end of Second

World War (Blattman and Miguel 2010).

One of the factors that is often thought to spark internal conflict in the develop-

ing world is election fraud (World Bank 2012). The Kenyan crisis of 2007-2008

is a prominent example of this effect. When the incumbent President Mwai

Kibaki was declared winner of the December 2007 election, opposition support-

ers alleged fraud and took to the streets. The ensuing looting and fighting

resulted in the death of an estimated 1,500 people and the displacement of

600,000 others (BBC 2008). A more recent case can be found in the 2013-2014

Cambodian riots, which were triggered by incumbent President Hun Sen al-

legedly manipulating the presidential election in 2013. At the time of writing

the riots and protest in Cambodia are still ongoing and have so far claimed the

lives of at least four people (Cambodia Herald 2014).

These anecdotes are backed by arguments in Höglund (2009) and Callen and

Long (forthcoming) and by the analysis of Crost et al. (2013), who report

a positive effect of incumbent electoral fraud on post-election violence in the

2007 Philippine midterm election. While the effect of fraud on conflict has

received some attention in the literature, the opposite direction of causality

remains relatively understudied. The study of Afghanistan’s 2009 presidential
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election by Weidmann and Callen (2013) remains the only systematic attempt

to estimate the effect of conflict on electoral fraud.

In this paper I investigate the connection between electoral manipulation and

pre-election conflict in a dataset spanning all the world’s parliamentary elections

from 1975 till 2010. I do this by identifying discontinuities in the density of the

seat shares of the largest parties in parliament and then showing how these are

predicted by pre-election conflict.

This paper makes two main contributions to the literature: It applies recently

developed econometric techniques for the detection of manipulation to a global

dataset of elections, and it provides new insights to the emerging debate on post-

conflict elections (see e. g. Brancati and Snyder (2012); Chacón, Robinson, and

Torvik (2011); Collier, Hoeffler, and Söderbom (2008); Dunning (2011); Flores

and Nooruddin (2012); Steele (2011)).

The paper proceeds as follows: I start off by briefly discussing the most recent

studies on violence and election fraud before deriving the central hypothesis.

I go on to test this using discontinuities in the density of elections around

the threshold for single-party majority in parliament. In the second part of

the analysis I then look into other explanations for the findings than conflict-

induced fraud. I round off the analysis by investigating whether the observed

patterns are likely to have occurred due to chance. The final section concludes

and discusses implications for the literature.
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Fraud and conflict

A number of recent papers deal with the relationship between violence and

electoral manipulation. Taking their inspiration from young and dysfunctional

African democracies, Collier and Vicente (2012) propose a model where violent

intimidation of voters is a strategy open to candidates. Assuming that some

voters tolerate their candidate employing electoral violence while others are

alienated by it, the authors predict that politicians with low levels of support

will be the most likely to resort to violence. These politicians have few sup-

porters in general and thus also few of the “soft” type of supporters to lose by

using violence.

One of the African elections that inspired the model is the 2007 general election

in Nigeria, which was marred by both violence and alleged electoral manipu-

lation. In a related paper, the two authors analyse a field experiment they

conducted during this election, where an anti-violence campaign was randomly

assigned to 24 regions of Nigeria (Collier and Vicente 2014). The campaign in-

volved t-shirts, caps, hijabs, and posters with anti-violence slogans along with

town meetings and popular theatre, and Collier and Vicente find that it resulted

in both a decrease in electoral violence and an increase in turnout.

Daxecker (2012) evaluates the consequences of electoral violence for stability

through a broader dataset of post-election violence in all African elections be-

tween 1997 and 2009. She sets up an interaction between the presence of inter-

national observer missions and allegations of fraud by the US State Department
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and shows that the number of post-election conflict events is highest when both

fraud is declared and observers are present.

In terms of research strategy the study most related to the task at hand is Crost

et al. (2013). Crost et al. examine the 2007 Philippine midterm election in a

two-part analysis where they first establish that incumbent electoral manipu-

lation is occurring and then attempt to show that this is causing post-election

violence. Like the present analysis, the first step of the Crost et al. study

involves a test of discontinuities in the density of observations around a vote

threshold decisive for the election outcome.

The authors show that incumbents in general, and incumbents in poor districts

in particular, have an increased tendency to win narrow elections. Under the

assumption that it is as-if-random whether or not a particular candidate barely

crosses the vote threshold necessary for victory or barely does not, the number

of incumbents on either side of the threshold should be equal. Therefore, the

discontinuity in the density provides evidence of incumbents sorting into narrow

victories. While this could simply be caused by incumbents marshalling extra

campaign resources when facing close competition, the authors argue that the

difference in density is too large and Philippine polling too imprecise for such

precise sorting to be possible prior to the votes being cast. Despite having

convincingly shown that the identifying assumption is violated, Crost et al. then

set up the incumbent winning margin as the assigning variable in a regression

discontinuity design (RDD) with incumbent victory as the treatment and post-

election violence as the outcome. They find that narrow incumbent victories

tend to be followed by increased violence and argue that this is evidence of a
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causal effect, since pre-election violence appears unrelated to narrow incumbent

victories.

In terms of research question the only study that is yet to turn the causal

arrow from conflict to fraud is Weidmann and Callen (2013). Like Crost et al.,

Weidmann and Callen examine a single election; in this case the Afghan 2009

presidential election. The authors employ a different density-based measure of

fraud in which they exploit the fact that the last digits of unmanipulated vote

counts should be uniformly distributed. As Beber and Scacco (2012) argue,

humans trying to conceal fraud often plug in too many of the same kind of

decimals, which makes the distribution of digits of manipulated vote counts

deviate from the uniform with spikes in density at 0 and 5. Weidmann and

Callen employ this measure to counts from voting stations in Afghanistan’s

election districts and find that the distributions most indicative of fraud come

from districts with medium levels of violence, whereas the cleanest distributions

come from districts with either very high or very low levels of violence.

Why should conflict affect fraud?

Weidmann and Callen discuss several theoretical explanations for why conflict

may facilitate election fraud. Insurgent activity may erode the security envi-

ronment in some parts of a country and thus prevent the media and election

monitors from observing the voting process, and conflict can generally erode

a state’s capacity for properly conducting and monitoring elections by forcing

it to dedicate scarce resources to security. Further, in conflict-ridden societies
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malign actors wanting to intimidate voters or officials are likely to be more

powerful due to easier access to income from rent-seeking.

While it seems plausible that conflict increases the possibilities for fraud, I

argue that it likely also increases the incentive for it. In elections during or

in the aftermath of conflict the stakes are often very high. With militarized

politics, weapons abound in society, and possibly a history of violence between

competing parties, winning elections can be a do-or-die affair (Eldridge 2012).

In democracies emerging from conflict, checks and balances on the use and

abuse of power are frequently not yet institutionalized. Thus, whoever wins

control over the state and its coercive apparatus will be tempted to use it to

crush their former enemies and make sure that they will be unable to pose a

threat in the future (Collier 2010).

A good example of this is the first post-conflict election in Burundi. After ten

years of civil war, the Hutu rebel group CNDD-FDD struck a peace agreement

with the Burundian government and agreed to transform itself into a political

party. CNDD-FDD then proceeded to win over half of the seats contested

in the parliamentary election of 2005. Its first acts of government included

imprisoning and torturing its political opponents, using vast amounts of public

funds to import arms for its militia, and expelling the UN peacekeeping mission

present in the country.

Facing such a scenario in the event of electoral defeat provides the parties run-

ning with a strong incentive to manipulate the results in order to win. Together
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with the arguments from Weidmann and Callen about conflict facilitating fraud,

this line of reasoning produces the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis I

Intrastate conflict causes increased manipulation in elections conducted during

or shortly after it

Spotting manipulation

To test this hypothesis I need a measure of electoral manipulation – a phe-

nomenon that is by its clandestine nature very difficult to observe.

Most existing data sources on election fraud use information from direct obser-

vation of the election process (Lehoucq 2003). These can derive from qualitative

observation studies or interviews or from complaints filed by alleged victims of

electoral misconduct. Both of these data types – the latter probably more than

the former – are somewhat subjective in nature and their utility for identifying

general patterns is weakened by selection. Whether or not individuals file com-

plaints or observers proclaim irregularities at a particular election is likely a

function of several factors beyond actual manipulation (Weidmann and Callen

2013).

Because of these limitations researchers have developed a number of alternative

methods to spot fraud. These “forensic” methods rely on various assumptions

of how vote counts, turnout, or candidate or party vote shares should be dis-

tributed if no irregularities have occurred at an election and then use deviations
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from these distributions to identify tampering (see e.g. Myagkov, Ordeshook,

and Shakin (2009) for a good overview of election forensics).

While not explicitly developed as a technique of election forensics, the test

proposed by McCrary (2008) to evaluate the identifying assumption of RDD is

of a similar nature.

In brief, RDD is a quasi-experimental technique that involves a treatment being

given to units that are either above or below a certain threshold value on a

continuous assignment variable. The crucial identifying assumption is that

whether or not a unit is assigned a value on the assignment variable just above

or just below the threshold is as good as random. If this assumption holds,

assignment to treatment of units that are within a narrow bandwidth on the

assignment variable will be as-if-random, and thus they can be analysed as

treatment and control groups in a classic experiment (Dunning 2012).1

The McCrary test was introduced as one of several ways to assess the tenability

of this identifying assumption. As noted above, it begins from the premise that

if assignment within a narrow bandwidth of the continuous variable is truly

as-if-random, there should be an equal amount of observations on either side of

the threshold within this bandwidth. Therefore, if the density of observations

on one side of the threshold differs markedly from the density on the other, the

identifying assumption will be broken as some units have either sorted into or

out of treatment.

1For prominent examples of regression discontinuity designs with various election outcomes see e.g. Butler
(2009); Chemin (2012); Eggers and Hainmueller (2009); Gerber and Hopkins (2011); Lee (2008)
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The test itself is a two-step procedure that starts off by constructing an under-

smoothed histogram of the assignment variable wherein the bins on either side

of the threshold point stop just short of including it. A local linear regression

using the midpoints of the bins as the regressor and their height as the outcome

is then performed on either side of the threshold. If the difference in height

between the end of the regression line on one side of the threshold and the

beginning of it on the other is large, it indicates that sorting has occurred and

that RDD is therefore not a valid design.

Like Crost et al., I employ the McCrary test not because I wish to assess

the validity of RDD assumptions, but because sorting can be an indicator of

manipulation.

With data on the seat shares obtained by the largest parties in parliament a

natural threshold exists at the 50 % mark. To the left of this threshold the

largest party requires the aid of other parties – potentially their old enemies

from a previous war – to pass laws, whereas to the right of it the largest party

holds single-party majority and can generally pass the laws it likes unimpeded.

Therefore, crossing this threshold is of great importance to parties as it means

a substantial increase in political power.

For precise sorting to occur, units need to have sufficient information about their

precise position vis-à-vis the threshold, have incentives to select into either the

right or the left side of it, and have the capacity to do so (Dunning 2012).

As argued above, the largest parties have ample incentive to sort, but the
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question is whether they also have the capacity and especially the information

necessary.

Parties obviously have some ability to affect their election result through cam-

paigning. However, as the behavior of a number of other players also affect

their final seat share, no party is likely to have the information or the capac-

ity required to sort precisely across the threshold prior to the votes being cast

(Eggers et al. 2014). This is especially so for multi-party systems with complex

rules for transforming vote shares into seat shares, where it can be difficult to

predict if a particular party is going to get 49 or 51 % of the seats before the

votes are counted.

Thus, if evidence is found of the largest parties precisely sorting into single-

party majority, it indicates that they are somehow manipulating the results.

In the analysis below this interpretation is supported by an examination of the

distribution of election laws, which shows that the parties sorting into single-

party majority generally do not have more information on their seat shares prior

to the votes being cast than the parties not sorting.

An important limitation of this approach is that it does not identify individ-

ual cases of fraud, since some parties will have crossed over the threshold due

to random chance alone. However, it does a good job of narrowing down the

method of manipulation causing sorting to occur. Hyde (2008) distinguishes

between types of manipulation being carried out prior to election day, on elec-

tion day itself, and after the votes are in. Because the information and capacity

for sorting do not obtain before the vote counts are known, only the last type
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of manipulation is likely to be the source of the observed pattern. Sorting at

this level thus indicates the use of either strategic vote invalidation or direct

manipulation of vote counts in late stages of the aggregation process.2

Data and research design

The units analysed consist of all parliamentary elections in the world from 1975

till 2010 for which Keefer (2002) has data. This totals 1184 elections in 175

countries with an average number of elections just below seven and an average

of five years between elections. The measure of intrastate conflict is taken from

the 2012 version of the UCDP/PRIO Armed Conflict Dataset (Gleditsch et al.

2002; Themnér and Wallensteen 2013).

To corroborate the interpretation of sorting as manipulation I include a vari-

able on election blackout laws from the ACE Electoral Knowledge Network

project (ACE 2012). To investigate possible predictors of sorting, a number

of other variables are added. Characteristics of elections systems are already

included in the Keefer data, economic variables are taken from the World Bank

World Development Indicators (World Bank 2013), and measures of democracy

come from the Polity IV project (Marshall, Jaggers, and Gurr 2012). Summary

statistics for all variables are presented in the online appendix.

For each election, I take the number of seats in parliament (or the lower house,

when applicable) obtained by the largest government party and divide it by

the total number of seats to get the fraction of seats obtained. A substantial,

2This of course does not mean that other methods of electoral fraud are not also being employed – the sorting
pattern is just only indicative of the post-election type
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positive jump in density around the 50 % threshold in this variable will provide

evidence of sorting.

Results

I start off by visually inspecting the distribution of seat shares obtained by the

largest government party.
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Figure 1. Distribution of Seats
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The first panel shows all elections in the data. The main thing one notices here

is the spikes in the densities of elections where the largest government party

either received none or all of the seats. The observations with zero seats for the

largest government party are all from election where only independents were

elected, while the ones with 100 % of the seats are from elections taking place

under highly undemocratic circumstances.

Zooming in on the observations between 40 and 60 % reveals little sorting, but

the third zoom is a bit more illuminating. When only inspecting the observa-

tions within one percentage point of the threshold of single-party majority, two

things seem to be going on. First, there appears to be some stacking exactly

at the 50 % mark. These cases are elections in which an even number of seats

were contested and where the largest government party just barely missed out

on majority. Second, the observations at this high level of zoom are distributed

in a way that is consistent with sorting into single-party majority. In the last

panel, there are twenty-five parties that won more than 50 % of the seats while

there are only fifteen that won equal to or less than 50 %. If assignment within

this narrow bandwidth were truly random and no sorting were going on, one

would expect the number of observations on either side of the threshold to be

about equal.

A more formal way of testing this is to apply the McCrary test. Below I plot

the midpoints of an undersmoothed histogram with local linear regressions on

either side of the 50 % threshold superimposed.3

3Note that the actual threshold used is 50.1 % rather than 50 % since the parties receiving exactly 50 % of the
seats would otherwise be included as having obtained single-party majority when in fact they had not. Using
50 % as the threshold yields an even larger and more significant jump (43 %, with a t-value of 2.51). The bin
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Figure 2. McCrary Density Test of Seat Distribution

The plot shows evidence of a relatively sharp increase in density around the

50 % seat threshold consistent with parties generally sorting into single-party

majority. The estimated height change between the end of the left regression

line and the beginning of the right one is a substantial 34 %, which is quite

significant with a t-value of 1.95.

size for the histogram takes on the default values used by McCrary, and the local linear regression also uses
the default triangle kernel and bandwidth.
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To begin testing the proposed hypothesis I now investigate whether this sort-

ing is larger in post-conflict elections than in other elections. I categorize an

election as being post-conflict in two different ways. In the first, an election is

categorized as post-conflict if UCDP/PRIO have recorded one or more of either

a minor or a major intrastate conflict in the country five years or less before

the election. In the second, an election is deemed post-conflict if either a minor

or a major intrastate conflict is recorded in the country at any point since the

last parliamentary election (or the beginning of the time series).
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Figure 3: McCrary Density Test for Post−conflict and Regular Elections

The plots above clearly show that the discontinuity in the density of seat shares

is driven entirely by post-conflict elections. Both for elections in countries where

conflict has occurred at some point since the last election and elections where

it has occurred within five years, the density of observations to the immediate

right of the threshold is much larger than the density to the immediate left.

Meanwhile, for other elections there appears to be no discontinuity around the

50 % threshold at all.
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Estimates of the discontinuities are reported in Table 1.

Table 1: Log Discontinuity Estimates for Post-conflict and Regular Elections

Conflict 5
Years Before

Conflict at
Some Point
Since

No Conflict
5 Years
Before

No Conflict
at Any
Point Since

Log Difference in
Height

0.86 0.75 0.13 0.12

(0.37) (0.30) (0.17) (0.17)

No. of Elections 247 244 856 859

Note: Standard errors in parentheses

For post-conflict elections the models estimate a change in density right around

the threshold of between 75 and 86 % with standard errors less than half of

that, whereas for other elections the estimated change is just 12 to 13 % with

standard errors larger than the estimate. Thus the McCrary test provides quite

unequivocal evidence for substantial sorting into single-party majority in post-

conflict elections and no sorting in other elections.

While this is consistent with Hypotheses I, it could be that the post-conflict

elections differed systematically on some other attribute and that this was driv-

ing the observed pattern. On way to get at this is to perform McCrary tests

of the seat share variable while splitting the sample on other potential deter-

minants of manipulation identified in the literature. If these do not produce

similar jumps in density around the 50 % mark it will provide support for the

interpretation that it is conflict causing manipulation to occur.
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Crost et al. find increased sorting in the poorest districts of the Philippines,

and in their study of elections in Costa Rica in the first half of the 20th century

Lehoucq and Molina (2002) also report that the poorest provinces had a much

higher frequency of accusations of fraud than other provinces. Indeed, it seems

fairly intuitive that low income should facilitate fraud since it is likely to affect

the quality and consolidation of electoral institutions.

I therefore estimate the difference in density of seat shares with the sample split

on the median income level. Similar to the procedure for pre-election conflict,

each election is assigned an income value corresponding to the country’s average

GDP per capita (in constant 2000 USD) in the five years preceding the election.4

I do the same for growth in GDP per capita.

Table 2: Log Discontinuity Estimates by Income and Growth

GDP per
Capita <
Median

GDP per
Capita ≥
Median

Growth in
GDP per
Capita <
Median

Growth in
GDP per
Capita ≥
Median

Log Difference in
Height

0.15 0.31 0.26 0.17

(0.22) (0.22) (0.20) (0.20)

No. of Elections 514 527 515 523

Note: Standard errors in parentheses

4In the interest of saving space I only present results from this operationalization. The results of tests using
the average income level since the last election are almost identical. Results from this operationalization for
all variables along with other robustness tests are available in the online appendix. None of these affect the
conclusions.
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The estimates of the change in density around the threshold are quite small

compared to those of post-conflict elections and none are close to being signifi-

cant. The observed sorting in post-conflict elections does not seem to be driven

by differences in income or growth.

To test for discontinuities as a product of variation in institutional quality more

directly, I next split the sample on Polity2 scores along with Keefer et al.’s index

of checks and balances.

Table 3: Log Discontinuity Estimates by Institutions

Polity2 <
Median

Polity2 ≥
Median

Checks and
Balances <
Median

Checks and
Balances ≥
Median

Log Difference in
Height

0.10 0.12 0.43 0.14

(0.23) (0.20) (0.27) (0.20)

No. of Elections 487 524 508 567

Note: Standard errors in parentheses

Again there is little evidence that institutional differences are driving the dis-

continuities in densities observed above. Though elections in countries with few

checks and balances seem to cross over the threshold somewhat more than other

elections, the difference in densities is still far from being significant.

A final factor that is commonly believed to affect manipulation is the design

of the electoral system itself. Birch (2007) argues that fraud should be most

frequent in single-member districts, because all the benefits are obtained by the

individual candidate committing the fraud rather than being spread across a
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party, and because a few votes extra in closely contested single-member districts

can change results dramatically. She tests this hypothesis on a dataset of elec-

tions in 24 post-communist countries between 1994 and 2004 and finds that the

proportion of seats elected in single-member districts is positively associated

with OSCE allegations of electoral misconduct.

Below I estimate differences in density with the sample split on the electoral

system used in each election as identified by Keefer et al.5

Table 4: Log Discontinuity Estimates by Electoral Systems

Proportional Representation Plurality

Log Difference in Height 0.36 0.32
(0.24) (0.24)

No. of Elections 459 551

Note: Standard errors in parentheses

Once more the observed jump in density seems not to be predicted by the

proposed variable. The estimated differences are of reasonable sizes, but do not

approach significance. The sorting pattern observed for post-conflict election

appears not to be driven by differences in electoral systems either.

A related concern is that even if other variables appear not to be predicting the

jump in density, the observed sorting could still be due to increased campaigning

activity by parties on the brink of obtaining single-party majority in post-

5A few electoral systems operate with a mix of proportional representation and plurality. Those I categorize as
using one or the other according to which system is being used for the highest number of seats. Nine elections
use proportional representation and plurality for exactly the same amount of seats and are excluded.
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conflict elections. If that is the case, the discontinuous densities do not indicate

fraud, but merely increased effort.

As noted above, Eggers et al. argue that political actors are unlikely to be able

to adjust their vote scores with sufficient precision prior to the election as they

do not control the actions of other actors running and will have difficulty esti-

mating their exact own position. Nevertheless, it would support the conclusions

about fraud-inducing conflict if this argument were evaluated empirically here.

The implementation of election “blackout” laws in a number of countries allows

for such evaluation.

Due to claims that opinion polls released shortly before election day could influ-

ence the decisions of voters – if all seems lost for one’s chosen party, one might

be less inclined to go vote – some countries have passed laws banning polls from

being released in the final days before the election. Such a pre-election blackout

period has severe implications for the sorting behavior of parties, because it fur-

ther robs them of the information needed to sort themselves precisely around

the threshold before the votes are in. In many cases, these laws also ban cam-

paign activity in the blackout period, which directly hinders parties’ ability to

sort prior to election day.

Thus, if sorting is due to increased pre-election effort rather than fraud, one

would expect there to be more observations with blackout laws on the imme-

diate left of the threshold than on the immediate right, because more of the

former would have been prevented from having the information required for

pre-election sorting. If an equal number of observations with blackout laws are
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found on either side of the threshold or a larger number is found on the im-

mediate right, it indicates that post-election manipulation is the cause of the

observed pattern.

Table 5 presents estimates of differences in density with the sample split on the

existence of blackout laws as identified by the ACE project.6

Table 5: Log Discontinuity Estimates by Blackout Law

Blackout Law No Blackout Law

Log Difference in Height 0.48 0.15
(0.23) (0.25)

No. of Elections 436 622

Note: Standard errors in parentheses

The McCrary test split by blackout laws shows no evidence that the parties

sorting should have more information on their position available to them prior

to election day. In fact, it shows that they have significantly less; the countries

without blackout laws exhibit no sorting, while the ones with blackout laws

exhibit a substantial amount. This means that there is more sorting in the

elections where parties had less information available to them. Therefore, it

seems unlikely that the observed pattern could be due to increased pre-election

effort.

6A caveat here deserves mentioning, as the ACE project does not provide information on the precise timing
of the enactment of blackout laws in all countries. Therefore, I have coded the variable as a time-invariant
dummy, meaning that if the ACE project notes that a country uses a blackout law, I code all of the elections
in that country as being under blackout laws.
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All in all the data show substantial support for Hypothesis I. There is evi-

dence of some general sorting into single-party majority by the largest parties

in parliament and this is greatly amplified in post-conflict elections. Other vari-

ables identified by the literature to be drivers of electoral manipulation do not

predict this sorting. Finally, the fact that election blackout laws are more fre-

quent among the elections with sorting makes increased campaign effort prior

to election an improbably cause of the observed sorting. Thus post-election

sorting through electoral manipulation is left as the likely explanation for the

conflict-induced discontinuities in density.

Is it just noise?

A final concern could be that the observed discontinuities are simply the product

of random chance and that they just happen to be associated with pre-election

conflict. To examine this I run a placebo test where I estimate the same Mc-

Crary tests on post-conflict elections as before, but use other thresholds than

50 %. If the large and highly significant jumps in density after conflict were

just noise, one would expect them to occur at other thresholds as well.

Below I plot estimates of the discontinuities in density for post-conflict elections

using different seat thresholds in five percentage point increments.7

7Using the five-year operationalization of post-conflict elections prevents the McCrary test from producing
estimates of the height difference for thresholds above 80 %, which is why these are missing from the first panel
of the plot
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Figure 4: Placebo Test

The plots indicate that the sorting pattern is unlikely to be a product of chance.

For both operationalizations of post-conflict elections the jump at the 50 %

threshold is either the largest or the second largest of all estimated positive

jumps. The t-values also show that it is by far the most significant. Further,

the hill shape around 50 % is consistent with the hypothesis of post-conflict

sorting, because it shows that there are few observations for which the largest

parties have either 40 or 60 % of the seats. This implies that parties sort away

from the seat shares just below 50 % and then stop once they have crosses this
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threshold. In sum, the observed pattern appears not to be mere noise and is

consistent with the hypothesis of conflict increasing manipulation.

Conclusion

In this paper, I set out to show how intrastate conflict can affect the behaviour

of political actors by increasing their possibilities and incentive for manipulating

the results of post-conflict elections.

I started off by deriving a simple hypothesis stating that pre-election conflict

should increase electoral fraud partly because of weakened institutions and de-

creased state capacity and partly because of the high stakes of post-conflict

elections. In countries plagued by violent conflict where groups competing in

elections might just have competed on the battlefield, winning an election can

literally be a do-or-die affair. If a political actor fears being purged or severely

marginalized by its opponent should it lose an election, it follows that it should

be willing to go to greater lengths to ensure that it does not. Similarly, if

winning an election provides the possibility of preventing one’s enemies from

posing a threat in the future, the incentive to manipulate the election results

will be greater.

Using data from Keefer (2002) on all the world’s parliamentary elections from

1975 till 2010, I tested this logic by examining the density of elections around

the 50 % seat threshold required for a party to obtain single-party majority

in parliament. With the test proposed by McCrary (2008) for evaluating the

validity of regression discontinuity designs, I showed a shift in the density of
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observations right at the 50 % mark. If parties were not sorting one would

expect there to be an equal amount of elections to the immediate left and to the

immediate right of the threshold for single-party majority. However, the data

indicated that there were too many elections where the largest party narrowly

achieved above 50 % of the seats for assignment around the threshold to be

as-if-random. Therefore some parties must have been sorted into single-party

majority.

Using data on intrastate conflict from UCDP/PRIO, I then split the sample

into post-conflict elections and regular elections and found that the sorting

was entirely driven by post-conflict elections. For these elections the McCrary

test estimated a highly significant increase in density around the threshold of

between 75 and 86 %, whereas it barely estimated any change for other elections.

Thus substantial post-conflict sorting was taking place.

This pattern seemed not to be due to other variables identified by the literature

as determinants of electoral manipulation such as income, institutional quality,

or election systems. Further, the ACE project’s coding of election blackout

laws made it possible to show that the sorting parties did not systematically

have more pre-election information than the parties not sorting; in fact, they

had less. Because pre-election sorting through increased campaign effort would

require information on one’s precise position relative to the threshold, the fact

that the sorting parties had less pre-election information than the non-sorting

ones indicated that sorting must have taken place after the votes were in. This

left manipulation of vote scores the likely mechanism of the observed sorting in

post-conflict elections. I rounded off the analysis by investigating whether the
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post-conflict pattern was due to random chance. A placebo test using different

thresholds than 50 % indicated that this was not the case.

The implications of this result are twofold: First it shows the usefulness of

density-based measures such as the McCrary test for detecting manipulation.

The analysis illustrates how a tool developed to evaluate the assumptions of

a natural experiment can be used on its own to produce insights on political

behaviour. While election results are relatively common as an assignment vari-

able in the social science, the McCrary test or other techniques like it could also

be applied to such diverse cases of potential sorting behaviours as companies

gaming discrete consumer rating systems, or internet adds that systematically

push themselves across a threshold of page rank in order to be displayed in a

newsfeed.

Second the results inform the emerging literature on post-conflict elections. In

recent years the study of elections and violence and especially the question of

how elections might lead to a resurgence of violence have received a major influx

of work (see e. g. Brancati and Snyder (2012); Chacón, Robinson, and Torvik

(2011); Collier, Hoeffler, and Söderbom (2008); Dunning (2011); Flores and

Nooruddin (2012); Hansen (2014); Steele (2011)). However, many questions

regarding the way conflict affects these elections and the environments in which

they take place remain unanswered (Blattman and Miguel 2010). This paper

contributes a piece of the puzzle by showing that conflict appears to induce

political parties to commit fraud in order to gain an advantage in the high

stakes race of post-conflict elections.
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Online appendix

Table 6: Summary Statistics

N Mean Std. Deviation Min Max

Fraction of seats obtained
by largest government
party

1103 0.55 0.26 0 1

Conflict 5 years before
election

1124 0.23 0.42 0 1

Conflict at some point
since last election

1124 0.23 0.42 0 1

Average GDP per capita 5
years before election

1057 6680 9086 72 53680

Average growth in GDP
per capita 5 years before
election

1055 1.70 3.88 -20 31

Average polity2 5 years
before election

1031 3.00 6.85 -10 10

Average checks and bal-
ances 5 years before elec-
tion

1092 2.79 1.64 1 17

Proportional representation 1014 0.45 0.50 0 1

Plurality 1014 0.55 0.50 0 1

Blackout law 1078 0.41 0.49 0 1

Year 1124 1994 9.76 1975 2010
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Alternative operationalization

Table 7: Log Discontinuity Estimates by Income and Growth (averages since
last election)

GDP per
Capita <
Median

GDP per
Capita ≥
Median

Growth in
GDP per
Capita <
Median

Growth in
GDP per
Capita ≥
Median

Log Difference in
Height

0.18 0.37 0.29 0.24

(0.25) (0.23) (0.24) (0.22)

No. of Elections 452 457 451 455

Note: Standard errors in parentheses

Table 8: Log Discontinuity Estimates by Institutions (averages since last
election)

Polity2 <
Median

Polity2 ≥
Median

Checks and
Balances <
Median

Checks and
Balances ≥
Median

Log Difference in
Height

-0.00 0.28 0.24 0.21

(0.26) (0.22) (0.28) (0.20)

No. of Elections 429 439 374 556

Note: Standard errors in parentheses
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Excluding the first five years

Table 9: Log Discontinuity Estimates for Post-conflict and Regular Elections
(only 1980-2010)

Conflict 5
Years Before
Election

Conflict at
Some Point
Since Last
Election

No Conflict
5 Years
Before
Election

No Conflict
at Any Point
Since Last
Election

Log Difference in
Height

0.87 0.78 0.17 0.19

(0.38) (0.31) (0.18) (0.20)

No. of Elections 232 229 788 791

Note: Standard errors in parentheses

Table 10: Log Discontinuity Estimates by Institutions (only 1980-2010)

Polity2 <
Median

Polity2 ≥
Median

Checks and
Balances <
Median

Checks and
Balances ≥
Median

Log Difference in
Height

0.38 0.16 0.25 0.16

(0.29) (0.20) (0.22) (0.21)

No. of Elections 443 492 464 540

Note: Standard errors in parentheses
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Table 11: Log Discontinuity Estimates by Electoral Systems (only 1980-2010)

Proportional
Representation

Plurality

Log Difference in Height 0.36 0.21
(0.25) (0.20)

No. of Elections 434 515

Note: Standard errors in parentheses

Table 12: Log Discontinuity Estimates by Blackout Law (only 1980-2010)

Blackout Law No Blackout Law

Log Difference in Height 0.54 0.14
(0.23) (0.25)

No. of Elections 413 567

Note: Standard errors in parentheses
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